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 NIGHTLY 

PATTERNS 

Trade platform:   Ninja Trader but compatible with all platforms 
Webinar:    Night Patterns Email Trade Alerts 
Broker:   E*Trade, Interactive Brokers, TradeStation 
Trade hours:  buy before US close, sell at US open 
Indices traded:   ES 
Products:    5 Day Free Trial 
MEMBERSHIP:  monthly 65 €; 3 months 210 €; 6 months 385 € 

1 year 665 € 
 

 

Marco Simioni, Founder, CEO and Head Trader 

https://nightlypatterns.wordpress.com/ 
At Mr. Simioni’s urging, I initiated a review of his room for many months while still 
private and have continued that review until the present. Marco presents as a 

courageous and dedicated trader, humorously remarking that he was born in the year of the Big Crash and started 
his economics studies in the year of the Big Subprime Crisis. He evaluates overnight price moves on the ES and 
has used patterns and price configuration to construct well-evaluated and carefully chosen overnight alerts for 
trading. Accordingly, as there will be only one trade per day at most, I configured his trade P/L based on a 10 
contract size (not 3 as is customary), as I have done for other rooms and systems that trade only 1-2 times/day. 
Based on historical and prospective evaluations spanning many years, his average P/L per 10 contract is easily ≥ 
$50K/yr with exceptional trade profit efficiency. His excel track record easily permits daily inspection of P/L trades, 
all trades are easily accomplished and trade execution is as simple as it gets. It has been my pleasure to offer 
advice, review, and help create with Marco in his private to public trade room transformation. 
 
Marco Simioni 
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